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On-axis	silicon	array,	one	of	two	parts	of	the	construc6on	project	originally	conceived	
around	the	TSR	Storage	Ring	at	ISOLDE-CERN	–	now	two	separate	en66es.	

Work	on	the	silicon	array	done	by:	
	
University	of	Liverpool,	UK	(Robert	Page,	Peter	Butler,	Jim	Thornhill,	David	
Wells	and	John	Kenny)	
STFC	Daresbury,	UK		(Ian	Lazarus,	Alan	Grant,	Ian	Burrows,	Paul	Morrall,	
Mike	Cordwell,	Marc	Labiche)	
	



Overall design
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Additional information. 

 

 

Intended fitment of silicon to assembly. Three modules as below form a full detector.  

 

Single module. 

Silicon 

Distance between faces 54mm 
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Additional information. 

 

 

Intended fitment of silicon to assembly. Three modules as below form a full detector.  

 

Single module. 

Silicon 

Hexagonal	geometry.	
Three	modules	make	up	array.	
Each	has	two	rows	of	Si	mounted	on	
flex	board.	Wrapped	around	
aluminum	former.	Three	modules	
make	up	array.	
Si	25	mm	from	axis.	
0.5m	long.	

Double-sided	silicon	strip	detectors:	
Strips	parallel	and	perpendicular	to	beam	axis.	
Lower	individual	capacitance.	
Simplified	analysis	–	no	need	to	correct	for	posi6on-dependent	energies	or	
posi6on	non-linearity.	
Reconstruct	posi6on	on	axis	from	interac6on	posi6on	on	the	plane	of	silicon.	
Where	charge	sharing	–	perhaps	get	energies	from	other	side?	



Silicon wafers
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MGR contact   Include MGR contact (GR closest to active area (Gold on Ohmic side)). 

Field plate   Contact for connection to field plate both sides. (Gold on Ohmic side) 

Fiducials   Standard Liverpool 4 pattern fiducial in 4 corners of each side  

Silicon detector strips and bond pad locations. 

 

Ohmic side silicon layout with glue pads (Gold). 

 

Junction side strip pattern. Bond pads at end of each strip (Both ends). (Number every 16 strips) 

 

Junction and Ohmic sides magnified. (Note - Gold finish Ohmic side pads may be circular or rectangular). 

Possible locations 

for contacts to first 

guard ring. Pad 

should be similar 

size and finish to 

that for strips. 

Strip area can be 

sacrificed to create 

space as needed. 

similar contacts for 

fields plate. 
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Figure 2 Photographs of double-sided silicon strip detectors. The top and bottom 
photographs show the full junction and ohmic sides, respectively.  
 
 The silicon probe station jig is complete and has been used for acceptance testing 
three pieces of delivered production silicon. One piece failed with a very high current at low 
voltage. Testing of the other two produced consistent results between them, but shows an 
increasing leakage current with time under bias. An investigation into guard ring connections 
is currently taking place to fine tune the performance of the devices. Once complete and 
satisfactory results are being obtained from the devices we have, authorisation will be given 
to Micron to continue production of the devices that they have in the processing chain. Some 
devices are at final stage passivation and could be completed within a couple of weeks from 
the go ahead being given.  
 
 As the first test jig seems to function well for testing the silicon, a second has been 
requested from the Liverpool workshop. This will speed device changeover and testing. 
Conclusive performance results from the devices we currently have should be available by 
early March. 
 
 We currently have 6 pieces of silicon taken from 3 slices (2 devices per slice) and 
have tested 3 devices from different slices. 
 
 
 
 
PCB status 
 
 The design of the external buffer card has been completed and is out for 
manufacture. Parts have been ordered or already delivered for population.  
 
 

DC-COUPLED	DSSD	 BB21(DS)-1000	

Chip	size	 25mm	x	125mm	overall	

Thickness	 1000um	

Full	Deple6on	 150V	typical,	250V	max	

Junc6on	side	 128	short	strips,	0.953mm	pitch,	
100um	gap	

Ohmic	side	 11	long	strips,	2.00mm	pitch,		
100um	gap	

Junc6on	side	Al	 Bond	pads	3000Å	min,	window	1000Å	

Ohmic	side	Al	 3000Å	min	

Junc6on	contacts	 Al	bond	pads	both	ends,	side	100-200	
um	

Ohmic	contacts	 Gold	finished,	side	1800um	

Total	Leakage	(20C)	 3uA	typical	5uA	max	

Total	Capacitance	 400pF	typical	

Ohmic	(glue	bonded)	

Junc6on	(wire	bonded)	



“R3B” ASIC
R3B	ASIC	

Energy	Range	(standard)	 0-50MeV	
Pitch	of	analogue	inputs	 44um	
Size	 6.15	x	12.92mm	
Channels	 128	
Shaping	amp	 CR-RC	0.5-8.5us.	Reset	with	preamp	aeer	every	hit.	
On	chip	ADC?	 Yes	
Output	 Serial	data	packets	with	daisy	chain	support.	

Threshold	 Adjust	per	chip.	1/10	range	for	both	fast	and	slow	
thresholds	(fine-tune	per	channel	for	matching)	

Input	opJmised	for		 0-80pF	
Noise	(specificaJon)	 10keV	rms,	40keV	usable	50MeV	range.	
Supports	PSA?	 No	
Features	 On	chip	ADC/Mux	reading	only	ac6ve	channels.	Time	

Stamp	(5	or	10ns).	Neighbour	trigger	logic	
(switchable).	OR	trigger	out,	Readout	gate	(op6onal)	
in.	

Pitch	aNer	modificaJon	 100um		
Power	dissipated	 1W	per	chip	

Time	stamp	
Zero	suppression	
On-chip	ADC	
Serial	readout	
	



MODULES
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Figure 5 Test assembly with silicon attached with conductive glue to gold contact pads. The 
ASICs are under the protective black covers. 
 
Mechanical infrastructure 
 
 The mechanical components for the detector drive system, detector assembly and 
the target have been delivered (see figure 6). During assembly there were some teething 
problems with rail alignment but these have been overcome. Several electrical motion 
control meetings have taken place. It was agreed that the preferred system was to use an 
incremental encoding system with a Renishaw steel tape encoder and a UHV read head. 
Control system suppliers McLennan have submitted a technical proposal. They will provide 
the controls equipment and will carry out system proof tests prior to any orders being placed.  
 
 The target mechanism design has flexibility to allow up to 2 rows of targets. However, 
we still need to design in some luminosity monitors. 

 
 
Figure 6 CAD drawings of the target and detector systems, indicating the nanomotor drive 
system components. 
 
 Silicon jig and fixture design for layup and handling purposes have been agreed and 
completed. Final drawings of the copper fingers are still in progress, but otherwise drawings 

Target 
Mechanism 

Detector 
System

Nanomotor 
Drives
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Figure 3 3D image of the external buffer PCB design. 
 
 The internal buffer board is at a late stage of design and is awaiting final checks to 
confirm it will fit. Discussions have been arranged with mechanical designers regarding 
cable paths and final location checks are under discussion. 
 
 Additional test PCBs for signal monitoring and I2C injection from a test rig have been 
outlined and are ready for layout to start shortly. 
 
 The internal readout card has been fully functioned, had a fault rectified (wire link 
missing) and some additional features added to aid assembly and provide for any necessary 
guard ring connections (see figure 4). This is in a very late stage of readiness and will go out 
for manufacturing quotes as soon as vacuum tests on the prototypes are completed.  
 
 A mechanical piece of silicon (failed production device) has been glued with 
conductive adhesive and 2011 resin to a test PCB structure (see figure 5). This is 
undergoing repeated connection retest to ensure that the glued contacts are not weakening 
over time. 
 
 The ceramic Fan-in units have also been checked against the PCBs for fit with the 
ASICs. Bonding tests have been done and the bonding from ASICs to Fan-in and Fan-in to 
PCB were completely successfully. 
 

 
Figure 4 Two silicon flex PCBs fixed to an aluminium cooling plate and the L-shaped 
readout card attached over these to expose the pads for fixing the ASICs.  
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Target – Array Mount

Target	carriage	

Array	support	

Nano	motors	

Cooling		
~13°	rise	along	array.	



CURRENT STATUS

SILICON:		first	batch	of	3	delivered	in	January	aeer	a	manufacturing	delay,	
acceptance	tests	in	progress,	a	few	teething	troubles.	
SILICON	MODULE,	FLEX	BOARDS,	EXT/INT	PCBS:	designs	at	final	stages,	prototypes	
available	for	vacuum	tes6ng,	full	manufacture	soon.	Bonding	tests	of	ASIC	successful	
TARGET-ARRAY	MOUNT:	mechanical	components	of	detector	assembly,	motor	drive	
system	and	target	delivered.	Mo6on	control	specified.	Design	of	target	ladder,	
luminosity/monitors	and	silicon	recoil	mounts	on	going.	
EDAQ:	completed	ready	to	use.	
	

FUTURE SCHEDULE

On	track	to	be	able	to	install	completed	array	in	2019	at	CERN	during	the	Long	Shutdown	
2019	to	early	2021.	Tes6ng	with	stable	beams	possible	during	this	period.	


